
Affiliate Sales Commissions

Directly below are examples of the affiliate coin compensation plan. There are many other survival and 
environmental products in the online store that pay out two level commissions to all affiliates.

Learn how to acquire silver coins at our dealer cost. Join the auto-ship program and get paid for the coins you 
sell. Receive a matching commission check on every auto-ship coin one of your direct affiliate sells.

Learn how to receive a matching commission check through every personally signed affiliate on all 
environmental, survival, and weight loss products in our online store.

The Silver Deluxe Package consists of one MS70 numismatic graded coin. You receive a digital affiliate
training center. There is no fee to become a Senior Affiliate. All you need to do is sign up for a monthly auto ship 
of one(1) MS 70 Silver Coin

 Earn $8.25 Level 1 Direct Commission for every MS 70 you personally sell.
 Earn $8.25 Level 2 Indirect Commission

By becoming a Senior Affiliate with one MS70 numismatic coin per month you qualify to purchase silver coins 
through the Resource Center. We ask that you only purchase for yourself. You should sign up others as a Senior 
Affiliate if they want to qualify for purchasing silver. 

All Products in the www.resourcecenterstore.com have a 2 level pay

THERE ARE DIFFERENT COMMISSION PAYOUT PERCENTAGES FOR EACH PRODUCT

There are two ways you can join us. The Free Affiliate program or the more advanced Senior Affiliate program.

FREE AFFILIATES:

 Affiliates sign up in this program  FREE.
 Affiliates can sell any products from our online store.
 Affiliates can refer others to the affiliate program.
 Affiliates can earn indirect sales commissions on the 2-tier affiliate program.
 Affiliates will have access to The Resource Center affiliate video training center.

SENIOR AFFILIATES:

 A Senior Affiliate that purchases at least one MS 70 Numismatic Coin per month is qualified to purchase silver  
   bullion at dealer cost.
 Sold only in sleeves of 20 silver coins per sleeve. Orders of 1 to 5 sleeves per month.
 A $1.50 fee per coin is added for processing & handling.
 No delivery will exceed 28 days.
 You will be charged for shipping.
 You will need to contact the company in writing to make your order.
 Wire transfers or cash will be the only method of paying for the silver bullion orders.

   Bags of coins are also available. Dimes, Quarters, Fifty Cents can be purchased in increments of 2500 or         
    5,000. 

Senior Affiliates who are active with at least one MS 70 Numismatic Coin per month will be
assigned affiliates that join with no referral on a rotating basis. These affiliates are called
organic traffic. You will have training in your back office so please do not expect to build your
business from these assigned affiliates. Feel assured these affiliates will certainly help in the
long run. Senior Affiliates can sign up for 1 to 5 Numismatic MS70 Silver Dollar Coins on auto ship
or at their pleasure each month.

http://www.resourcecenterstore.com/


All affiliates, including free affiliates, can earn indirect sales commissions on our 2-tier affiliate
program. For illustration purposes only, view the pay out on this particular package sold
through the affiliate program below. The Resource Center begins with 2 tiers. With a multi-tier
affiliate tracking system, not only are you rewarded direct sales to your affiliate link, you also
get rewarded for encouraging other affiliates or sub affiliates when their links make sales. 
 
As an example:

1. James joins your affiliate marketing program and begins earning commissions as a tier 1
 affiliate.

2. James tells his friend April who has a related web site about your affiliate program. He
 provides April with a link to join the affiliate program. When James logs into his account
 this link identifies his unique Affiliate ID so he will get credit for referring April.

3. April follows James’s link and joins the affiliate program. April now earns Tier 1
 commissions on all sales made directly from her site. James earns tier 1 commissions on
 all sales from his site and also earns tier 2 commissions on all sales from April's web site!

4. Now suppose Sue comes along and joins your affiliate program after being referred by
 April. April will earn Tier 2 commissions on all of Sue’s sales.

Affiliate Tier 1 Per Sale Commission Tier 2 Per Sale Commission           

James       7.50% 7.5%

April 7.5% 7.5%

If April sales a Personal Air Purifier (Protector) worth $119.00 she earns $9.00 (7.5%) in Tier 1
commissions, James earns $9.00 (7.5%) in Tier 2 commissions. The total paid out is 15 percent in
commissions. This example demonstrates 2 tiers our program will begin with. The multi-tier
affiliate tracking system is a great way of encouraging your existing affiliates to recruit new
affiliates and to reward them for their effort.

The diagram below shows several examples of 2 tier pay outs. In the example below, if Beth
makes a sale, she earns Tier 1 Commissions on the sale while Sally earns Tier 2 commissions.
Sally makes a sale and earns Tier 1 commissions while Joe earns Tier 2 commissions.



*Resource Center Coin of the Month Program - THIS PAYS BIG!

All Numismatic, graded coins are recognized as premium coins by the highest regarded
grading companies in the world. Each coin is encased in a protective clear plastic slab to
preserve its brilliance and quality. Resource Center will strive to send the MS 70 Silver Eagle
but reserves the right to substitute another MS 70 NGC graded coin.

All coins are certified “Perfect” and include a hologram. You have the option to order 1 to 5
coins on Auto-Ship. Notice this is only for Numismatic, graded coins and not for Gold and
Silver bullion. We can't think of a better product to buy on a monthly basis than high value
numismatic Silver coins. In fact, some of these coins are in such high demand that members
are re-selling them for instant profit because they are so hard to obtain.


